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MISSION 
 

I love to develop myself 
professionally as well as personally. 

I beleive in long life learning. 

LANGUAGE 
 

I can write and speak in English, 
Hungarian is my mother tongue. 

Nowadays I have began learning 
Spanish. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

EXPERIENCES 

WEB DEVELOPER, CEO/CASTOR LAND BT 

2017- 
From the year of 2017 I have been a freelancer web developer. There 

was a time when I had a few employee. I have been working Yii 
framework, plain PHP, Laravel. Nowadays mostly Laravel and Livewire 
which are my favorites. Mainly my works are backend works like CMS, 

Introduction System for a Yoga Studio, CRM, some Frotend works 
and SPAs in ReactJS.  

THE START 
2010-2016 

In 2010 I met the online world, online buisnesses. First the SEO was 

my carrier plan. Later I had done some WordPress sites and 
WooCommerce sites. These has leaded me to learn deeply PHP, 

MySQL and of course HTML, CSS and JavaScript. 

ENGINEER/SPECIALBAU KFT 
2000-2016 

I have been working as an engineer from late 2000 to 2016. I started 
as an assistant and leater became project engineer. Our specialty was 

the glass melting furnaces. 

LEARNING 

PHP, MYSQL, JS, HTML, CSS 
 

I have been learnt on my own. Without claiming completeness I have 
learnt on w3schools, Udemy, Youtube tutorials, Eduonix, etc. 

The first PHP framework was Yii1 and Yii2 which I used as a PHP 
developer. Nowadays I work with Laravel (and Livewire). I know well 

jQuery javascript library, but my actual favorite is AlpineJS. 

I have a very good understanding in GIT. I confidently use Docker as a 
local development tool or as a hosting environment as well. 

I have a very good experience in Linux (Debian and Ubuntu), CI/CD 

and installing, maintaining and monitoring linux based servers (VPS). 

THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT 

Because of I beleive in long life learning, I think there anyone always 

can be better then yesterday was. This is the main beauty of web 
development. You can always find an area where you can develop 

yourself and improve your skills. 
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